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U.S. Department of Energy 
Disclaimer 
•  Acknowledgement:  “This material is based upon work supported 

by the Department of Energy under Award Number OE000214.” 
•  Disclaimer:  “This report was prepared as an account of work 

sponsored by an agency of the United States Government.  Neither 
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, 
or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe 
privately owned rights.  Reference herein to any specific commercial 
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply 
its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States 
Government or any agency thereof.  The views and opinions of 
authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of 
the United States Government or any agency thereof.”   
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About SMUD 
•  Service Area Population:   1.4 million 
•  Service Area:           900 Square miles 
•  Number of Customers:   604,053 (2012 year-end) 

•  Retail Revenue 

–  Residential:            $569 million 
–  Commercial & Other:   $695 million 
–  Total Retail Revenues:    $1,264 million 

•  Energy Sales:        10,454,769 MWh 
•  Net System Peak Demand:  2,954 MW (2012) 

•  Record Peak Demand:        3,299 MW (Jul 24, 2006) 

•  Employees:      2,028 (2012 year-end) 

•  Smart Meters are fully deployed 
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Sources: 5-year summary of operating statistics published in 2012 annual report. 



What I’ll cover 

•  Recruitment strategy 
•  Marketing channels and collateral 
•  Retention efforts 
•  Language examples 
•  Lessons learned 
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Study Design: Treatment Groups 
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Developed collateral specific to each treatment group: 
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Marketing objectives 

•  Encourage SMUD customers to participate in a 
SmartPricing Options plan by educating them on 
–  (1) the rate and time-variant pricing and  
–  (2) the benefits of reducing their energy use during the 

summer’s critical peak periods. 

•  Develop a portfolio of materials to support each 
combination of recruitment strategy, rate design, and 
technology offer.  
–  This portfolio will educate customers on  

•  time-variant pricing 
•  challenges caused by peak demand 
•  how peak consumption impacts customers and the environment  
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Recruitment strategy 

•  Marketing activities included a mix of 
channels and tactics and a phased 
approach: 
– Phase 1: Pre-recruitment education   
– Phase 2: Recruitment 
– Phase 3: Retention & notification 
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Recruitment Channels 

• Direct Mail 
• Letter, BRC and brochure 
• Follow up postcard 

• Mass media campaign 
• Door hangers 
• Outbound calling 
• Pricing plan-specific websites 
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Recruitment Collateral 
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Mass media campaign 
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Web ad Print ad Landing page 



Door hanger campaign   
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Recruitment channels and 
enrollment 
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Opt-In Enrollment Rates 
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Opt-Out Enrollment Rates 
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Recruitment results 

•  16% -18.8% enrollment rate for opt-in 
pricing plans 

•  94%-98% for opt-out (default) pricing 
plans 

•  107- 120% of our enrollment goals! 
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Retention & Education Tactics 
•  Welcome packet 
•  Critical Peak event notification & tips 
•  Yesterday's Data Today (smud.org) 

– Online usage graphs 
•  Social media 

– Offer-specific Facebook groups 
– Educational YouTube videos 
– Pinterest 

•  Sweepstakes & giveaways 
•  Pricing plan websites 
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Welcome packet 
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Smart Value website 
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The Home Depot sweepstakes 
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Smart Discount website visits 
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Facebook groups 
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Facebook contests 
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Pinterest 
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YouTube - MySMUD 
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Infographics 
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Educational game 
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www.phantomappliances.com 



Understanding pilot goals 
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What customers want:  
•  Industry terms explained clearly (e.g., kWh, peak 

hours) and examples that help them understand the 
possible savings involved.   

•  Specific information about peak hours, examples of 
ways to conserve electricity. 

•  Low-cost or no-cost measures that are easy to 
implement. 

•  Messages that have a friendly tone and easily connect 
conservation with saving energy and money, and 
helping the environment. 

•  Realistic situations and images in materials. Locations 
that appear to be in or around Sacramento. 
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Language examples 
•  What’s a kWh? A kilowatt-hour (kWh) is the term used to 

measure the amount of electrical power used in one hour. 
Kilowatt-hours are what the electric meter on the side of your 
house measures. This is the basis for calculating your monthly 
electric bill. 
 

•  Off-Peak Hours: Off-peak hours are Monday through Friday 
before 4:00 p.m. and after 7:00 p.m., all day on weekends, 
July 4th and Labor Day. That means that 90% of the time, you 
get a discount. 
 

•  Energy saving tip: Use less electricity during peak hours by 
shifting when you use (like doing laundry after 7:00 p.m.) or by 
reducing your overall usage (powering off your TV when 
you’re not watching). 
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Lessons learned 
•  Communication 

•  Robust marketing packets with complete program details, “call to 
action” and easy enrollment tools 

•  Focus on off-peak rather than peak when describing the rates 
and benefits 

•  Confirmation of the importance of research before launch and 
throughout pilot for continual improvement 

•  Even when customers say they want it, they are unlikely to 
use it.  

•  My Account enrollment is 40%, but participation increases with 
time-based pricing 

•  Facebook groups and Pinterest are at 3%-4% 
 
Customers that are engaged with the utility are happier with the 

utility.  
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Questions?  
Here’s how to reach me: 
Karen McCord 
Marketing Specialist 
Communications, Marketing & Community Relations 
Sacramento Municipal Utility District 
karen.mccord@smud.org 
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